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Intent-based networking and segmentation
Originally, network segmentation was aligned to a strategy for improving network stability and performance. Over 
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Because VRFs external to the fabric isolate communications between them by using separate routing tables per 
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Reader tip

The fusion ηrewall(s) as discussed in this document is considered to be Layer 3 adjacent to the SD-
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lookup, check for a policy, and, if permitted and the egress interface of the SGFW is enabled for inline tagging, 
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Deζning network segments
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to the same switch. This capability reduces the attack surface through the ability to limit the horizontal spread of 
malware not only between scalable groups but even between members of the same group based on the contract 
or SGACL and the Layer 4 access control entries within a policy.

As an example of the use of SGTs for segmentation, consider a university environment in which there are 
diκerent types of users and devices such as faculty, employees, students, printers, and even campus facilities 
and security. Here the need for segmentation, even between students and campus facilities or security, may be 
addressed through the isolation oκered by scalable groups.

Another example can be found in the corporate operations of any business that desires to segment employees, 
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Reader tip

The use of SGTs as a security control for POS machines and card readers is solely at the discretion 
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Use cases
The following use cases are intended to show some examples of how virtual networks and scalable groups may be 
used to implement segmentation within an SD-Access fabric. As discussed, virtual networks oκer the ηrst layer, or 
macro level, of network segmentation, completely isolating the traλc of one virtual network from the others. The 
second layer, or micro level, of segmentation, using scalable groups, can then be applied to traλc within the virtual 
network. The use of scalable groups within a virtual network is purely optional but does provide additional security 
in the ability to restrict traλc between endpoints in diκerent scalable groups, or even to restrict communications 
between members of the same group through the use of Cisco TrustSec group-based policies.

Caution

The examples below are just that. They do not represent a validated approach to segmenting 
a network within the scenarios depicted. Every organization will have its own requirements and 
goals when implementing segmentation, and these use cases just oκer some examples for 
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Figure 10. Segmentation in higher education
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Figure 12. Segmentation in healthcare
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The Building VN allows for complete isolation of facility or campuswide building, security, and information systems. 
Information kiosks, digital signage, and video streaming for patient and guest entertainment in the hospital rooms 
and waiting areas could be located in the Building VN.

Finally, the Guest VN is provided for allfor patient a or Inteᴱt∫iencṫe s.
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